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THE GREEN SHEET 

Keeneland Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Keeneland Race Course: 2017 Fall Meet 
Eleventh Day: Friday, October 20, 2017 
Post Time: 1:05 P.M. Eastern 
Keeneland Meet Stats: 94-12-18-18—13%W, 51%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
RACE ONE 
(#2)VOLODINA: Nice late turn of foot in maiden score; J. Ortiz been in zone   
(#6)JULIA’S KITTY: Rallied in first start versus winners; tighter this time 
(#5)STRONGER THAN EVER: Impressed on debut at CD; handles 2-turns 
(#3)HARBOR LIGHTS: Exits G3 stakes; controls the tempo under Santana? 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-5-3 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#8)AWESOME GAL: Bay catches a soft crew on two-pronged class drop   
(#5)BLUE RIDGE GIRL: Takes a significant drop; sports dicey 2017 form 
(#2)NAUTIA: Has useful dirt form; running style compromises chances 
(#10)CANDY NAPLES: Drops back in for a tag; turf-to-dirt angle has appeal 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-5-2-10 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#3)MANHATTAN MISCHIEF: Placed in 10-of-11 in ’17; speed of the speed   
(#1)BOURBON COWBOY: Good fit for $40K; pocket trip under Leparoux? 
(#7)FOURTH OF JULY: Loves Keeneland and very consistent—tick cheap 
(#2)SHARP ART: Like the cutback to three-quarters; lateral class move 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-1-7-2 
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RACE FOUR 
(#5)DIXIE LOVER: Aired in last start on this class level; won 3 of last 4   
(#1)LIKE A HAINT: Tries open company but has won last three dirt starts  
(#12)TEACUP TWIRL: Exits restricted company; hooks a soft bunch 
(#9)ULTRA ARUMBA (BRZ): Awkward start hurt in last; sprint form solid 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-1-12-9 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#10)UP THE ANTE: Solid try from 1-hole in N.Y. debut; will love 2-turns   
(#2)QUAIL HUNT: Game out of the box at 8.5F trip; has plenty of upside 
(#6)FORGOTTEN COAST: Improving bay should relish the extra sixteenth 
(#3)NEVERQUITDREAMING: Dictates tempo in paceless race?—overlay 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-2-6-3 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#2)COMMANDEERING: Like the stretch out to 9F; 3rd start of form cycle   
(#5)FIREBALL SHOT: Has improved since the blinkers came off four back 
(#8)HUNTIN BUDDY: Buried in quagmire on rail in last; 9F in wheelhouse 
(#3)TOTAL COOPERATION: Bred top and bottom to relish the stretch out 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-5-8-3 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#4)TRIPLE CHELSEA: Sneaky good effort at KD; prefers “firm” ground   
(#8)FAIR POINT: Quick splits sets up late kick; stakes placed over course 
(#5)RING KNOCKER: First off the claim for Maker; ultra-consistent mare 
(#11)MARQUEE CAL GAL: 11X winner; never missed the exacta on turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-8-5-11 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#6)UNCLE MOJO: Has never run a bad one around 2-turns; blinkers “off”   
(#2)CEDARTOWN: Two-turn main track form is salty; improved with Lasix 
(#3)BATTLE COLORS: Impressive 7F debut score at CD; tighter this time 
(#4)BLUERIDGE TRAVELER: Has reliable late kick; start away from best? 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-3-4 
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RACE NINE—Pin Oak Valley View Stakes (G3T) 
(#7)FAULT: Kept sharp form while moving up in class; great $50K claim   
(#9)JOURNEY HOME: Neck off the top choice in G3 Pucker Up; like cutback 
(#1)LOVELY BERNADETTE: Never missed the tri on turf; saves ground 
(#5)I’M BETTY G: Complete form reversal on turf & with blinkers; 8-1 M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-9-1-5 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#5)NAVY ARMED GUARD: Good debut over tricky course; should love dirt    
(#9)KAREN’S COVE: Bay will likely move forward in second career start 
(#8)SECRET SPEED: $400K Flat Out colt sports a sharp local gate move 
(#12)PRYOR: His dam was a precocious G1 winner; wide post a concern 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-9-8-12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


